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Chapter 2315 

Seeing this scene, David frowned tightly! 

While the others were full of surprise, this Feng Wuhen was cut off, but it still 

healed. This is obviously an evil art! 

“It looks like I’m going to reveal my true strength to deal with you evil 

cultivator…” 

David finished speaking, his body slowly rose, and then he closed his eyes 

slightly! 

At this moment, on top of the ring, Feng Wuhen’s body was changing rapidly. 

Everyone saw that the skin on Feng Wuhen’s body was constantly falling off, 

his body was swelling up, and the whole face began to become distorted, and 

finally became Like a monster! 

From Feng Wuhen’s body, a terrifying and dangerous aura is constantly rising! 

This aura is getting stronger and stronger, so strong that many people around 

have started to retreat, and even some girls were almost scared to cry by Feng 

Wuhen’s appearance! 

“This Feng Wuhen is completely demonized, we should join hands to eradicate 

him…” 



Seeing this, Ge Cangsheng was afraid that David would not be Feng Wuhen’s 

opponent, so he suggested! 

“Yes, this Feng Wuhen is now a complete monster, we must not tolerate it.” 

Jiang Wuya also echoed! 

But only two people shouted to kill Feng Wuhen, and none of the other 

people in the Eight Great Secret Realms opened their mouths, and the 

expressions on everyone’s faces were very strange and complicated! 

Ge Cangsheng looked at the crowd, and said with doubts on his face, “Why 

don’t you speak? As orthodox monks, we should be inseparable from these 

monsters and monsters. Have you forgotten your ancestral teaching and 

mission?” 

But even if Ge Cangsheng was like this After saying that, no one spoke, so Ge 

Cangsheng looked at Yu Qian and asked, “Yu Patriarch, do you need to 

exterminate this Feng Wuhen?” 

“No matter what that Feng Wuhen is, he is still on the ring. That’s the matter 

between him and David, and no one can interfere.” 

“Wait until the outcome is decided, and we’ll talk about it after getting out of 

the ring…” 

Yu Qian said expressionlessly! 

Hearing Yu Qian’s words, Ge Cangsheng was silent. He didn’t expect Yu Qian 

to think this way.Law! 

But since Yu Qian has said it, it is useless for Ge Cangsheng to be anxious. He 

can only hope that David can defeat Feng Wuhen on the ring! 

“Roar…… 



Above the ring, Feng Wuhen let out a dull low roar, like a beast! 

Immediately after that, his body suddenly stood up, and a terrifying aura 

exploded in an instant, wafting toward the surroundings! 

At this time, Feng Wuhen , the height has reached a terrifying several meters, 

and the people around him are at his feet, like dwarfs! 

Scarlet eyes, scattered hair, black mist surrounds his body, and Feng Wuhen at 

this time is like just now. It’s like a devil who escaped from hell! 

“The power of this demon is really powerful…” 

Feng Wuhen clenched his fists, feeling the power of his body, and his heart 

was shocked! 

At this moment, he no longer cares about his appearance, he I only care about 

my strength, and I only care if I can kill David! 

Feng Wuhen took a step forward, and the entire arena trembled for a while, 

and even the entire square was like an earthquake! 

Looking up at Chen in the air Ping, Feng Wuhen smiled, “Hahaha, I succeeded, 

I succeeded, I want to see, who would dare to fight with me…” 

With Feng Wuhen’s wild laughter, the breath began to burst everywhere, and 

the space trembled. Incessantly, the frantic aura surged out towards the 

surroundings! 

Many people around were blown away by this terrifying aura! 

Seeing this, Yu Qian on the high platform waved his palms, a barrier visible to 

the naked eye instantly shrouded in The terrifying atmosphere was blocked 

around the arena! 



With this barrier, everyone dared to approach the arena, and looking at Feng 

Wuhen’s terrifying appearance, Ge Yuhan, Han Qinger and Hou Zhen were all 

nervous! 

They don’t know if David is Feng Wuhen’s opponent! 

“Don’t be nervous, then David will die very quickly, without pain, this Feng 

Wuhen has been completely demonized, then David is definitely not an 

opponent!” 

Lu Chang said cold words beside Han Qinger! 

Chapter 2316 

“Shut up for me…” 

Han Qing’er gave Lu Chang a fierce look! 

“Then what is David doing? Do you think you can avoid the wind without a 

trace by floating in the air like this?” On the 

high platform, someone looked at David puzzled! 

David was suspended in mid-air at the moment, his body was motionless, his 

eyes were slightly closed, and he didn’t know what he was thinking! 

But everyone didn’t realize that the power of the dragon in David’s body was 

constantly rising, then gathered on the clouds above his head, and then nine 

golden dragons appeared, and these nine golden dragons were surrounding 

the dragon-patterned clock, constantly swaying his body ! 

This dragon-patterned clock is an ancient divine weapon. David knew that 

Feng Wuhen, who had been demonized, had no chance of winning, so he 

decided to forcefully use this dragon-patterned clock! 



But this kind of ancient magic weapon, once used carelessly, will be 

backlashed, but now at this time, David can’t care about those! 

Countless dragon powers continue to permeate from David’s body, almost 

without reservation. At this moment, the flickering light of the dragon crystal 

in David’s body is getting weaker and weaker! 

A large amount of divine dragon power came out of his body, and David’s 

body was shaking slightly, but even so, David still insisted on gritting his teeth, 

because he had not yet felt the dragon pattern clock being activated. 

“What the hell is this guy doing?” 

Yu Qian seemed to feel the change above the clouds, and the breath made 

him feel a little dangerous! 

David is only a cultivator who is distracted by the three realms. How could he 

exude an aura that makes him feel dangerous? 

Yu Qian couldn’t understand what David was doing! 

Feng Wuhen also had an ominous premonition, looked up at the calm sky, 

and frowned! 

“I will never give you a chance…” 

Suddenly, Feng Wuhen shot, the huge body like a rocket, slammed into David! 

The sound of breaking the sky roared, the universe trembled, and the void 

collapsed… 

David felt this terrifying aura, and was extremely anxious in his heart, 

becauseAt this moment, the dragon pattern clock still has no response. 

Seeing that Feng Wuhen was approaching, David was already sweating on his 

forehead! 



Suddenly, David seemed to have thought of something. With a thought, the 

storage ring was opened, and the flaming tiger rushed out instantly! 

The sudden appearance of the flaming tiger made Feng Wuhen stunned for a 

moment. He couldn’t think of it at all, how could a monster suddenly appear 

on the arena? 

It was because of his stunned expression that his huge body was instantly 

thrown to the ground by the flaming tiger! 

Feng Wuhen punched the flaming tiger flying, and then stood up, and the 

flaming tiger also became larger, roared from his mouth, and looked at Feng 

Wuhen eagerly! 

“Flaming Tiger? How could such a monster suddenly appear on this arena?” 

“This Flaming Tiger appeared out of thin air. Could it be that there is a secret 

passage between the monster’s secret realm and this secret realm? 

” I’ve never heard of it!” 

When everyone saw the flaming tiger that appeared, they all talked a lot, and 

even panicked! 

If the Monster Beast Secret Realm has a secret passage here, and those 

Monster Beasts come here through the passage, wouldn’t it be troublesome? 

But those people on the high platform could see clearly that this flaming tiger 

was released by David! 

“This David, on the stage, released monsters to help, isn’t it just a violation of 

the rules?” 

Someone questioned at this time. 



But as soon as the words were finished, Ge Cangsheng retorted, “The six 

remnant souls that Feng Wuhen summoned, why didn’t you see you talking, 

did you say that you violated the rules?” 

Ge Cangsheng’s words instantly closed the doubters. mouth! 

“It’s really interesting, this David is getting more and more incomprehensible 

to me…” 

Han Fusheng, who had not spoken for a long time, spoke at this moment, with 

some appreciation for David in his eyes! 

“It’s a bit incredible that a little monk who is distracted from the three realms 

can tame a flaming tiger…” 

Yu Qian’s eyes were also full of curiosity about David! 

Chapter 2317 

Feeling everyone’s curiosity about David, Ge Cangsheng was a little scared in 

his heart, and he began to regret bringing David to this secret realm 

conference! 

After all, David’s current strength, if he shines at the Secret Realm Conference 

and is paid attention to by these people, then the future will be sad! 

Because Ge Cangsheng knows, don’t look at the Eight Great Secret Realms, 

these people boast all day long that they are orthodox cultivators, subduing 

demons and eradicating demons! 

In fact, all of them are greedy people, they can do anything for the sake of 

profit and resources! 

There are even some things that are more ruthless than some demons… 



On the arena at this time, Feng Wuhen has already fought with the flame 

tiger! 

The demonized Feng Wuhen is not afraid of the Flaming Tiger at all, and the 

Flaming Tiger is desperately blocking Feng Wuhen, not letting him take a step 

closer to David! 

Even though the flame tiger at this time is already full of scars, his mouth is 

still roaring, his eyes are firm, and there is no sign of retreat! 

“You are a beast, why are you trying so hard to protect that David? If that’s the 

case, then I’ll kill you first…” 

Feng Wuhen was furious, his fist was covered with black mist, and he punched 

the flame tiger! 

The flaming tiger roared angrily and rushed forward! 

Boom…… 

With a loud noise, the body of the flame tiger flew out, and then smashed 

heavily under the ring. 

The flame tiger desperately wanted to stand up, but he couldn’t get up at all! 

In the end, he collapsed to the ground weakly, with blood spitting out of his 

mouth, and only his eyes were rolling, proving that he was not dead yet! 

Many people around saw that the flame tiger suffered such a serious injury, 

and suddenly became greedy. You must know that the beast pill of the flame 

tiger is a good resource! 

Someone started to approach the Flaming Tiger with a weapon, trying to get 

the Flaming Tiger’s beast pill. 

“If anyone of you touches this flaming tiger, I will fight you hard…” 



Ge Yuhan pulled out his long sword and stood beside the Flaming Tiger! 

Hou Zhen also stepped forward, guarding the flaming tiger, ready to take 

action against those with bad intentions!> 

Seeing this, Han Qinger also stepped forward to guard the Flaming Tiger, after 

all, the Flaming Tiger was helping David! 

Seeing this, everyone gave up their greed! 

At this time, Feng Wuhen was no longer blocked by the flaming tiger. He 

raised his head and looked at David coldly, “It’s over, everything is over…” 

Feng Wuhen finished speaking, his huge fist clenched tightly, and countless 

black Fog condenses around the fist! 

At this moment, David suddenly opened his tightly closed eyes! 

“It’s time to end…” 

David finished speaking, his body began to fall slowly, and finally stood in 

front of Feng Wuhen! 

In front of Feng Wuhen, David is so insignificant! 

“I can kill you with a slap now…” 

Feng Wuhen looked down at David with disdain in his eyes! 

“You’re right, it’s a pity that you can’t slap this slap!” 

David had a faint smile on his face! 

Feng Wuhen was stunned for a moment, and then he felt a terrifying aura 

coming from above his head, and then his whole mind trembled! 

Feng Wuhen hurriedly looked up, and then the whole person was stunned! 



“Dragon pattern clock, look, that’s the dragon pattern clock…” 

Someone couldn’t help shouting loudly. 

I saw a big bell, descending from the sky, heading directly towards the wind 

without a trace! 

Looking at the dragon bell, Feng Wuhen was full of fear. He wanted to dodge, 

but it was too late. He only felt that his eyes were black, and he was directly 

enveloped by the dragon bell! 

Feng Wuhen panicked, desperately hitting inside the dragon clock, his huge 

body lifted the dragon clock forcefully! 

Looking from the outside, I saw that the dragon clock began to shake, and it 

was even lifted by Feng Wuhen and left the ground! 

But at this moment, with the sound of a dragon roar, nine golden dragons 

descended from the sky, instantly submerging into the dragon pattern clock 

and turning into nine dragon patterns. 

And the dragon pattern clock fell again, and there was no movement at all! 

Chapter 2318 

“Is it over like this?” 

Everyone stared blankly at the silent dragon clock. They never thought that it 

would end so quickly! 

“Dong, dong, dong…” 

Suddenly, a sound came from the dragon clock again, and the dragon clock 

was knocked loudly! 



“Let me out, let me out…” 

Feng Wuhen was still alive, shouting in the dragon clock! 

“I said, I’m going to punch you out, even if you become a devil, I’ll punch you 

out…” 

After David finished speaking, he grabbed his right hand in the air, and the 

hammer instantly appeared in his hand. ! 

Immediately after, a hammer knocked down! 

Clang…… 

A crisp sound, followed by countless terrifying breaths from the dragon-

patterned bell, which began to spread around! 

Seeing this, everyone dodged backwards, so they were not affected! 

“Ah…” In the 

dragon pattern clock, Feng Wuhen’s painful scream came out! 

Seeing this, David slammed the hammer down again! 

Dang……. 

Another hammer, the huge vibration of the dragon clock, instantly made the 

arena unbearable, and the enchantment around the arena was directly 

shattered! 

Even the people who had been hiding far away were shocked at this moment! 

As for David himself, his face was pale, a mouthful of blood spurted out, and 

he fell to the ground on one knee! 



The huge anti-shock force of the dragon clock has seriously injured David! 

David himself was already depleted of spiritual power, and he used the bell 

hammer to force his actions. If it wasn’t for his physical strength, he would 

have been shocked to death long ago! 

“go to hell…………” 

David gritted his teeth, even though he was already kneeling on one knee, he 

waved the bell hammer again, and struck the dragon bell heavily! 

Dang…… 

With the sound of a bell, the arena couldn’t hold on any longer, it collapsed in 

an instant, and endless gunpowder smoke rose into the sky! 

Everyone stared at the arena, when the smoke cleared, David was already 

bleeding from his seven orifices, and stood up with his last will! 

The dragon pattern clock flew up slowly, then got smaller and smaller, and 

finally entered David’s storage ring! 

Looking at Feng Wuhen in the dragon-patterned clock, it had already turned 

into a pile of meat mud at this time, and the stench came from the nostrils. 

Looking at this scene, everyone was stunned! 

Feng Jingyan stood up suddenly, gritted his teeth, and his eyes flashed with 

hatred! 

Yao Shenghui on the Dimen Arena, looking at Feng Wuhen at this moment, 

his eyes became dull! 

There is an indescribable look on Yu Qian’s face! 



As for Lu Chang, Jin Yuan and the others, they were all speechless at this 

moment, staring blankly, unable to say a word! 

David didn’t even look at the dead Feng Wuhen, but walked slowly to the 

front of the flame tiger, slowly crouched down, and gently stroked the flame 

tiger with his hand! 

If it weren’t for the flame tiger desperately resisting, the person who is now 

lying on the ground and lingering on the ground is probably himself! 

David really wants to save the flame tiger now, but unfortunately he doesn’t 

have that ability now! 

The flame tiger can also see what David means, stick out his tongue and lick 

David’s hand, and then let out a low growl! 

Immediately afterwards, from the mouth of the flaming tiger, a beast pill was 

spit out! 

The beast pill rolled into David’s hands, and then the flame tiger slowly closed 

his eyes! 

Everyone looked at the Flaming Tiger Beast Pill in David’s hand, with envy and 

greed in their eyes. 

Feeling the eyes of everyone, David slowly got up, and then swept over 

everyone with determined eyes, everyone’s faces had their own expressions! 

Gradually, David’s vision became more and more blurred, and finally, his body 

fell down! 

“Mr. Chen…” 

“David…” 

At the same time, several figures rushed up, and then helped David up! 



Ge Cangsheng and Jiang Wuya also jumped up from the high platform and 

landed next to David! 

Two people, one left and one right, directly input spiritual power to David! 

But their spiritual power was input into David’s body, like a stone sinking into 

the sea! 

When the two saw this, they could only carry David into the castle and settle 

David! 

 


